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Abstract— Access networks are evolving fast by increasing their capacity and coverage area, coping with a larger number of users and variety of terminals. Operators aim at keeping high network performance and quality of service but limiting their capital and operational expenditures by e.g., minimizing investments and energy consumption using power saving at the network components. To address these challenges this paper evaluates energy consumption, connection availability and failure detection time of three protection schemes applicable for converged access networks: Disjoint Fiber Protection, Energy-Efficient Disjoint Fiber Protection, and Reflective Disjoint Fiber Protection. The schemes are assessed by a case study considering public Intelligent Transport System (ITS). The studied ITS deploys a Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) Radio Access Network connected to the server service through a protected passive access network. Comparison with unprotected architecture shows that the Reflective Disjoint Fiber Protection offers low energy consumption and high connection availability, while it significantly reduces the failure detection time and hence, the connection interruption time.

Index Terms— Next generation optical access (NGOA), energy consumption, failure location

I. INTRODUCTION

Access networks are rapidly evolving to accommodate larger and more diverse types of terminals, services, bandwidth demands and higher reliability requirements. Further, advancements in the underlying technology are allowing for a decrease of components costs (e.g., colorless Optical Network Units (ONUs) [1]) and an increase of the passive reach. Consequently, operators are considering the migration of existing access networks (e.g., combining optical fiber and copper or using GPON) to new architectures in order to support potential new requirements (e.g. higher bandwidth, higher availability) but at limited cost.

One possible approach considered by operators is to deploy Hybrid Passive Optical Networks (HPONs) in their network domain. This architecture, as shown in Fig. 1, combines Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) using wavelength demultiplexers such as Array Waveguides (AWG) with Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) based on Power Splitters (PS). Such HPON architecture offers several advantages:

- Similar to GPON with Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (DBA) but coping with higher bandwidth range (MBS get a full wavelength), HPON supports terminals with different bandwidth requirements, whereby terminals with lower bandwidth requirements, e.g., residential users, are connected to the PS whereas terminals with higher bandwidth requirements, e.g., Macro Base Stations (MBS), are connected directly to the AWGs.
- It can reuse any existing Optical Distribution Network (ODN) already deployed by the operator. For example, the HPON can reuse the ODN and the power splitter of an already deployed Gigabit Passive Optical Network (GPON).
- It allows greater maximum reach and hence, supports node consolidation with a reduced number of central offices. Node consolidation offers cost reductions through a lower number of active components, lower power consumption, less floor space, etc. [2].
- HPON can support a large client count which in turn depends on the splitting ratio of the AWG and the PS. Some possible examples as outlined in [3] combine AWGs of 40 and 80 wavelengths with 1:32 power splitters which results in more than 1200 and 2500 terminals, respectively.

HPON can serve as the underlying architecture to support converged access networks [4], whereby the same architecture can be used to interconnect different types of terminals (residential users, business users, MBSs, small cells, etc. based on their bandwidth requirements. To date, operators deploy different networks for different types of access clients, e.g., MBS and residential user are connected to different access networks. Having independent networks can be costly to install, deploy and maintain.

As noted earlier, aside from bandwidth, reliability performance is also increasingly important in the deployment of future access networks. The diversity of services and terminals could lead to higher connection availability requirements than that currently offered by existing unprotected access networks. One important concern of network operators is to find a compromise between the investments required to offer protected access and the expected increase of revenues from customers (i.e., how much are the customers willing to pay for increased network reliability performance. Different solutions have been proposed for HPON architectures, aiming to reduce the
required investments [5], energy consumption and failure detection time [6].

Fig. 1 Example of migration of a conventional power splitting access network (top of the figure) towards a Hybrid Passive Optical Network (HPON) solution (bottom of the figure)

The vast majority of optical access network studies are focused on telecom operators and their case studies to interconnect cabinets, MBSs, buildings, etc. In contrast, in this paper, we consider a different case study: Intelligent Transportation System (ITS). ITS was introduced in the early nineties and can be defined as a system in which information and communication technologies are applied to improve safety, transport efficiency, and provide information and entertainment. Unlike conventional communication systems, an ITS requires high reliability and low failure detection time for the road safety applications. Conversely, it is imperative that the survivability performance of any deployed ITS is critically studied. Generally, ITS is not bound to a specific technology [7]. The most prospective ITS technologies are Long Term Evolution (LTE) and IEEE 802.11p or Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) [8]. To date, only some of the ITS services are realized with most of them yet to be implemented, especially those relating to safety applications. For the intended implementations in some countries like in USA [9], DSRC was chosen as the main technology for ITS realization.

In this paper, we apply HPON protection schemes to the ITS infrastructure based on the DSRC Radio Access Network (RAN). To narrow the scope of ITS, we explore the applicability of three HPON protection schemes to on-ground public transport, such as the bus, tram and trolleybus lines.

The focus of our case study lies in the backhaul infrastructure provisioning for DSRC-based RAN. Fig. 2 presents the scenario under investigation. The backhaul connects DSRC base stations or Road Side Units (RSUs) to the Service Server (SS) for centralized processing and control. As the maximal data rate supported by DSRC RSUs is only up to 54Mbps [10], GPON can be used for the backhaul.

Fig. 2 Communication Network Infrastructure for public ITS with DSRC-based RAN and GPON backhaul

This paper aims at comparing power consumption, connection availability and failure detection times of three different protection schemes for HPON architectures, applied to a particular case study of ITS. The details of these three protection schemes are presented in Section II. In Section III, the ITS case study and the considered network including the user activity, network planning, and evaluation methodology, are described. Evaluation results are then presented in Section IV. Finally, the main conclusions are drawn and summarized in Section V.

II. PROTECTION SCHEMES

Due to the high bandwidth and connection availability required by RSUs, this paper aims at comparing different solutions to provide protection to RSUs. Note that each RSU is collocated with its corresponding ONU. In that respect, three HPON protection alternatives proposed in [6] are presented here and compared against the unprotected HPON architecture (refer to Fig. 1) in terms of energy consumption, connection availability and failure detection time. The architectures are termed: (a) disjoint fiber protection HPON (denoted as P-Active); (b) energy-efficient disjoint fiber protection HPON (denoted as P-A&S); and (c) reflective disjoint fiber protection HPON (denoted as RP). Note that in the descriptions of the studied architectures, a two stage network with two Remote Nodes (RNs) is considered to reflect practical deployment scenarios where RN1 implements the wavelength de/multiplexing function and RN2 implements the power splitting function. Also note that, in order to achieve protection and survivability, active components are added only to CO and RSUs, leaving the optical distribution network completely passive to allow reuse of legacy TDM-PONs for HPON deployments. The three protected HPON architectures considered in this work are described as follows.
A. Disjoint Fiber Protection (P-Active)

The disjoint fiber protection HPON architecture (denoted as P-Active) is a protection scheme whereby both the Feeder Fiber (FF) and Last Mile Fiber (LMF) of each ONU are protected. As illustrated in Fig. 3, this architecture provides 1:1 protection where each RSU is connected to the CO via a disjoint FF and a disjoint DF. Here, the standard definition of disjointness is considered whereby disjoint fibers are those located in different geographically separated ducts. In contrast to the unprotected HPON architecture, redundant and additional components/equipment are deployed at the CO, RN, and ONU to achieve protection. At the CO and ONU, an additional optical switch denoted as OSW1 and OSW2 in the figure, respectively, is implemented for protection switching. At RN1, two 1×2 couplers and two 2×N AWGs are deployed.

Under normal operating conditions, OSW1 and OSW2 are in BAR state with upstream and downstream traffic traversing the primary FF and the primary DF. When a failure (primary FF, primary DF, 1×2 coupler, or AWG) occurs, a Loss of Signal (LOS) is detected at the CO and the RSU, which triggers OSW1 and OSW2 to change to the CROSS state and shift the traversing signals onto the disjoint protection paths.

B. Energy-Efficient Disjoint Fiber Protection (P-A&S)

The Energy-efficient Disjoint Fiber Protection scheme (denoted as P-A&S) has the same architecture as the P-Active architecture but as alluded to by its name, this protection HPON architecture achieves high energy-efficiency due to the sleep state capability of its ONUs (integrated with RSUs in this study) [11]. In this architecture, ONUs can transition between an active and a sleep state where the latter supports powering down transceivers to save energy when no data is to be transmitted/received, i.e. during quiet period. The drawback of this scheme is that failures that occur during the quiet period will be detected only when the ONU transitions back to the active state. Hence, the outage duration and, consequently, the penalty on operators will be larger than in P-Active albeit P-A&S is more energy-efficient.

Another drawback of the P-A&S architecture is that the SS, which relies on LOS of upstream transmissions to detect failures in the network, may erroneously trigger protection switching of OSW1 when all ONUs are in a sleep state. Loss-of-Signal is commonly used in conventional networks to detect the occurrence of an equipment/fiber failure and to trigger protection switching of the affected traffic onto the backup path. A LOS alarm will be activated at the headend if an incoming signal has no transitions over a period of 175±75 contiguous pulse intervals (ITU-T G.775 [12]). Using the absence of incoming transmissions to detect failures and trigger LOS alarm is therefore ineffective in P-A&S since (a) ONUs in sleep state have zero output power and may erroneously set off the LOS alarm at the CO and (b) an ONU in sleep state cannot continuously monitor the network until it transitions out of the sleep state to reinstate LOS monitoring.

C. Reflective Disjoint Fiber Protection (RP)

The Reflective Disjoint Fiber Protection (denoted as RP) addresses the limitations of the P-A&S by employing an out-of-band continuous wave monitoring signal, $\lambda_M$ [6]. Here, $\lambda_M$ is spaced an integer multiple of the AWG’s free spectral range away from the ONU’s downstream and upstream wavelength channels. Such wavelength assignment allows $\lambda_M$ to be detected at and reflected from the ONU.

The RP architecture, depicted in Fig. 4, achieves the energy efficiency of the P-A&S scheme by allowing sleep state in quiet periods, while it also enables fast failure detection. Compared to an unprotected HPON, this architecture requires additional equipment to facilitate protection. This includes an optical switch (OSW1), two WDM filters, and a monitoring module at the CO; two 1×3 couplers and two 2×N AWGs at RN1; and two WDM filters, an optical switch (OSW2), and a monitoring receiver (MON RX) at each ONU. Under normal working conditions, $\lambda_M$ is launched into the ODN and a fraction of the optical power of $\lambda_M$ is reflected at the AWG. The reflected $\lambda_M$ is then detected back at the monitoring module at the CO.

In the event of a working path failure, the reflected $\lambda_M$ is absent at the OLT thereby triggering the transition of OSW1 into CROSS state. Also, the absence of $\lambda_M$ at the ONU triggers the transition of OSW2 into CROSS state and traffic is sent through the protection LMF. This RP architecture does not rely on upstream transmissions to trigger LOS alarm. Consequently, failures can be continuously monitored during quiet period when ONUs are in the sleep state.

III. Public ITS Case Study

A first comparative study of energy consumption, connection availability, failure detection time and restoration time in the presence of failure was carried out in [13], considering residential users and LTE MBS for different areas given average traffic models available in literature. In this paper, we consider a real case study of a public ITS aiming at providing services for buses, trams and...
trolleybus in the central area in Munich (Germany) of approximately 7 km².

ITS research normally focuses on the technology applicability, while neglecting the infrastructure implications, e.g., [10]. The implications, on network planning, protection and power consumption are significant. The public ITS network is more sparse than FTTB, requires higher reliability, but at the same time can be less bandwidth-demanding compared to residential users. As ITS is planned for implementation, for example USA has decided on DSRC-based ITS implementation [14], it is crucial to understand the aforementioned factors that differ from conventional networks.

In this section, we introduce the case study methodology. We define the scenario, user activity patterns and explain network planning concepts. Finally, we present the parameters and equations for power and availability calculations.

A. User RSU Activity Description

An advantage of focusing on public ITS is the availability of information regarding the activity times of public transport. Fig. 2 illustrates the used case study scenario, which we use in this work evaluation. This scenario was first introduced in [15]. The RSU and thus the ONU placement is fixed, that is, the placement is based on offering coverage along all considered routed ITS, e.g. day and night busses. In our study, based on DSRC radio access, the inter-station distance between the RSUs is 500m due to communication range limitations of DSRC [16]. Such placement results in 38 RSUs and corresponding ONUs.

For the RSUs that are active only during the day, we predetermine its sleep duration by considering the time slot when all RSUs are not used, that is, the time when no transport (i.e., no buses, trams nor trolleybus) circulate through the area covered by the RSU. Fig. 5 illustrates the typical meaning of SSD. As timetables are different for working days, weekends and holidays, we consider a minimal and a maximal SSD. Table I provides details of the two groups of RSUs, day RSUs and day and night RSUs. The minimal SSD and RSU allocation to day or day and night was obtained from route timetables that are publically available [17]. The maximal SSD was arbitrarily chosen for comparison purposes. This value can be seen as an upper bound for the sensitivity analysis or a maximum time, representing weekend, holiday, other city and other timelapse differences.

B. Network planning

Once a set of RSUs and their activities are defined, we first need to plan the network, i.e., define the interconnections between the RSUs (ONUs), PSs and CO. In our case study, network planning consists of two parts: RSU clustering and fiber routing. RSU clustering can be done independently from the user activity pattern, i.e., based solely on geographic position with the objective to minimize the overall fiber length. This option is referred to as “ind”. Alternatively, the RSUs can be grouped depending on the activity pattern, i.e., clustering the day RSUs and the day and night RSUs into separate clusters. In this case, it is possible to put some OLT ports to sleep if all RSUs (and ONU) belonging to the PS connected to an OLT port are put to sleep. This approach is referred to as “dep” and it has potential to save more energy.

We further explore two RSU clustering scenarios: greenfield and brownfield. In greenfield scenario there is no prior infrastructure available. We investigate this setting using PSs with different Splitting Ratios (SR): 8, 16 and 32 considering an 80% port use (the remaining unused 20% of ports are kept for redundancy or future use [5]). In brownfield scenario there is an existing GPON infrastructure for FTTB with SR = 32 and 80% port use. This leaves us with seven ports at the PS that are free for ITS implementation.

For fiber routing, we use the shortest path algorithm in street metric, thus yielding a geographical planning approach. The maps used for our case study are Open Street Maps [18]. Routing scripts and all the geography related processing was performed using ArcGIS [19].

| TABLE I 
<p>| RSU ACTIVITIES BASED ON ON-GROUND PUBLIC TRANSPORT ACTIVITY |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day RSUs, id</th>
<th>Day and Night RSUs, id</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3, 4, 12, 13, 16, 17, 19, 20, 25, 26</td>
<td>1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 35, 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Min. SSD</strong></td>
<td><strong>Max. SSD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3h10m</td>
<td>12h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activity Description</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Always active</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For our case study, network planning consists of two parts: RSU clustering and fiber routing. RSU clustering can be done independently from the user activity pattern, i.e., based solely on geographic position with the objective to minimize the overall fiber length. This option is referred to as “ind”. Alternatively, the RSUs can be grouped depending on the activity pattern, i.e., clustering the day RSUs and the day and night RSUs into separate clusters. In this case, it is possible to put some OLT ports to sleep if all RSUs (and ONUs) belonging to the PS connected to an OLT port are put to sleep. This approach is referred to as “dep” and it has potential to save more energy.

We further explore two RSU clustering scenarios: greenfield and brownfield. In greenfield scenario there is no prior infrastructure available. We investigate this setting using PSs with different Splitting Ratios (SR): 8, 16 and 32 considering an 80% port use (the remaining unused 20% of ports are kept for redundancy or future use [5]). In brownfield scenario there is an existing GPON infrastructure for FTTB with SR = 32 and 80% port use. This leaves us with seven ports at the PS that are free for ITS implementation.

For fiber routing, we use the shortest path algorithm in street metric, thus yielding a geographical planning approach. The maps used for our case study are Open Street Maps [18]. Routing scripts and all the geography related processing was performed using ArcGIS [19].
power consumption for the active components of the GPON backhaul network. We use graphical representation of Reliability Block Diagrams (RBDs) to describe equations for connection availability. All calculations are carried out for the four cases of HPONs: unprotected (UP), P-Active, P-A&S and RP.

Table II summarizes the GPON component parameters. Although GPON is a passive network, the transceivers in the CO and ONU are active and thus consume energy. At the CO, each OLT port can transition to sleep mode if all connected ONUs are in the sleep mode.

A port in sleep mode consumes only 30% of the power consumed in the active state [23]. Here the Layer 2 optical equipment, i.e., switching, is excluded from power consumption calculations. It is important to point out that the values were obtained by only considering the physical layer OLT power consumption. For the protection case, further active elements are added, for example Optical Switches (OSs), monitoring transmitters (TxMons) and receiver (RxMons).

**Power.** First, we define power consumption for the unprotected and P-Active protection architectures. The active components in this case are never put to sleep. The total energy consumption per year can be then calculated as:

\[
p^{\text{UP}}_{\text{active}} = (N^{\text{active}}_{\text{PS}} + N^{\text{active}}_{\text{ONU}}) \cdot 24 \cdot \frac{365}{1000} \cdot \frac{365}{1000}
\]

(1)

\[
p^{\text{P-Active}} = (N^{\text{P-Active}}_{\text{PS}} \cdot N^{\text{active}}_{\text{ONU}}) \cdot 24 \cdot \frac{365}{1000} \cdot \frac{365}{1000}
\]

(2)

where \(N^{\text{PS}}\) and \(N^{\text{ONU}}\) are the numbers of PSs and ONUs, respectively. Further, we adopt the notation of \(N_{\text{element}}\) to denote the number of any network element.

In the unprotected case, the active components are the OLT ports and ONUs, as represented by Eqn. 1. For the P-Active protection case, Eqn. 2, we add one OS for the OLT and an OS per ONU to provide protection. Thus, consumed energy is determined by the number of PSs and ONUs.

In P-A&S and RP, equipment can be put to sleep to save power. An ONU can transition to sleep outside activity hours. In our case, the RSUs and their corresponding ONUs that are active during the day can be put to sleep during SSD. However, an OLT port can be put to sleep only if all the ONUs connected to the same ONU are in sleep mode. If during assignment of ONUs to PSs, we do not take into account user activity patterns, the OLT ports will, in most cases, not be transitioned to sleep. The power consumption for P-A&S are described as follows:

\[
p^{\text{P-A&S}} = (P^{\text{P-A&S}}_{\text{ONU}} + N^{\text{active}}_{\text{ONU}}) \cdot 24 \cdot \frac{365}{1000} \cdot \frac{365}{1000}
\]

(3)

whereby the three terms on the Right Hand Side (RHS) represent the power consumption of the OS and OLT ports that are always active:

\[
P^{\text{ind}(P-A&S)}_{\text{SSD}} = (N^{\text{PS}} + N^{\text{ONU}}) \cdot P_{\text{OS}} + P_{\text{active}_{\text{OLTport}}} \cdot N^{\text{PS}} \cdot 24
\]

(6)

For RP, the general equation of its power consumption is the same as (3) but with the additional power contributions from active monitoring components. Hence:

\[
P^{\text{ind}(P-RP)}_{\text{SSD}} = (N^{\text{PS}} + N^{\text{ONU}}) \cdot P_{\text{OS}} + (P_{\text{TX} \_ \text{mon}} + P_{\text{RX} \_ \text{mon}}) \cdot N^{\text{day}}_{\text{PS}} + P_{\text{RX} \_ \text{mon}} \cdot N^{\text{day}}_{\text{ONU}} + P_{\text{active}_{\text{OLTport}}} \cdot N^{\text{PS}} \cdot 24
\]

(7)

As discussed in Section III.B, RSUs can be grouped depending (dep) on the activity pattern. In this case, some OLT ports can be transitioned to sleep mode during the \(T_{\text{SSD}}\). The number of such ports corresponds to the number of PSs, for which all connected ONUs can be simultaneously transferred to the sleep mode. In our case, all ONU can be put to sleep during \(T_{\text{SSD}}\). Power consumption in \(T_{\text{SSD}}\)-interval is then composed of active and sleep parts. The active part is due to active (always-on) ONUs and their corresponding OLT ports. The sleep part, respectively, is due to sleep ONUs and their corresponding OLT ports:

\[
P^{\text{dep}(P-A&S)}_{\text{SSD}} = (P_{\text{active}_{\text{OLTport}}} \cdot N^{\text{active}_{\text{PS}}} \cdot N^{\text{ONU}}) \cdot T_{\text{SSD}}
\]

(8)

During the time \((24 - T_{\text{SSD}})\) all the ONUs and thus OLT-ports are active. The power consumption in the time interval \(24 - T_{\text{SSD}}\) can be calculated as:

\[
P^{\text{dep}(P-A&S)}_{(24 - T_{\text{SSD}})} = (P_{\text{active}_{\text{OLTport}}} \cdot N^{\text{active}_{\text{PS}}} \cdot N^{\text{ONU}}) \cdot (24 - T_{\text{SSD}}).
\]

(9)

Finally, OSs are active 24h:

\[
P^{\text{dep}(P-A&S)}_{24} = P_{\text{OS}} \cdot (N^{\text{PS}} + N^{\text{ONU}}) \cdot 24.
\]

(10)

RP power consumption differs from the P-A&S only in the 24h power component due to the presence of the monitoring system and is given by:

\[
P^{\text{dep}(P-RP)}_{24} = (P_{\text{OS}} \cdot N^{\text{day}}_{\text{PS}}) + (P_{\text{TX} \_ \text{mon}} + P_{\text{RX} \_ \text{mon}}) \cdot N^{\text{day}}_{\text{PS}} + P_{\text{RX} \_ \text{mon}} \cdot N^{\text{day}}_{\text{ONU}} \cdot 24.
\]

(11)

**Connection availability** is defined as the probability that a connection is in an operable state at a random point of time. The commonly used availability model is graphically illustrated by Reliability Block Diagram (RBD) [20], where blocks represent components which are connected in series and in parallel from a reliability point of view. The availability of each component \(i\) is denoted by \(a_{\text{i}}\), see Table II. The calculation takes into account the average fiber length. If we define average FF length as \(a_{\text{FF}}\), where \(I_{\text{FF}}\) is the average FF length in km. We define LMF availability, \(a_{\text{LMF}}\), the same way. Protection elements are labelled following the working path notation, but with a dash, e.g., \(a_{\text{FF}}\).

The RBD for the UnProtected (UP) architecture is shown in Fig. 6. The RBD consists of the blocks representing OLT, FF, PS, LMF and ONU connected in series and hence, the availability, denoted by \(a_{\text{UP}}\), can be computed as the product of their availabilities (Eqn. 12).


\[ a_{\text{con}}^{UP} = a_{\text{OLT}} \cdot a_{\text{FF}} \cdot a_{\text{PS}} \cdot a_{\text{LMF}} \cdot a_{\text{ONU}} \]  

(12)

Fig. 6 RBD of the UnProtected (UP) architecture

Fig. 7 RBD of the P-Active or P-A&S architectures

Fig. 8 RBD of the RP architecture

Having the same network components, P-Active and P-A&S feature the same RBDs, shown in Fig. 7, and availability calculation, expressed by Eqn. 13, as the network components are the same. Here \( a_c \) stands for the availability of the coupler.

\[ a_{\text{con}} = a_{\text{OLT}} \cdot a_{\text{OS1}} \cdot a_{c} \cdot a_{\text{FF}} \cdot a_{\text{PS}} \cdot a_{\text{OS2}} \cdot a_{\text{ONU}} \]  

\[ a_{\text{A}} = 1 - (1 - a_{\text{FF}} \cdot a_{c})(1 - a_{\text{FF}} \cdot a_{c}) \]  

\[ a_{\text{B}} = 1 - (1 - a_{\text{PS}} \cdot a_{\text{LMF}})(1 - a_{\text{PS}} \cdot a_{\text{LMF}}) \]  

For the RP architecture, we have additional filter components (\( a_f \)) that influence connection availability model, as shown in Fig. 8. The RP connection availability can be calculated as follows:

\[ a_{\text{con}} = a_{\text{OLT}} \cdot a_{\text{OS1}} \cdot a_{c} \cdot a_{K} \cdot a_{M} \cdot a_{\text{OS2}} \cdot a_{\text{ONU}}, \]  

\[ a_{\text{K}} = 1 - (1 - a_{c} \cdot a_{\text{FF}} \cdot a_{c})(1 - a_{f} \cdot a_{\text{FF}} \cdot a_{c}) \]  

\[ a_{\text{M}} = 1 - (1 - a_{\text{PS}} \cdot a_{\text{LMF}} \cdot a_{f})(1 - a_{\text{PS}} \cdot a_{\text{LMF}} \cdot a_{f}). \]  

IV. CASE STUDY RESULTS

In this section, we present the case study results on the power consumption and connection availability for the greenfield and brownfield case. We also show a sensitivity analysis of the power consumption to the proportion of the day and night ONUs.

Power consumption figures in this section show independent and dependent clustering with minimum and maximum SSD. For example, notation “ind_ssd3.1” would stand for the results for independent clustering with SSD = 3.1 hours. For the brownfield scenario, additional notation of “+b” is used, it means that in this case residential users were taken into account, i.e., existing FTTB network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FAILURE DETECTION AND RESTORATION TIMES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ms]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>UP</th>
<th>P-Active</th>
<th>P-A&amp;S</th>
<th>RP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detection</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.000524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restoration</td>
<td>14400000</td>
<td>10.5(^2)</td>
<td>10.5(^2)</td>
<td>10.5(^2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) This value represents a four-hour repair time [26], including the traveling time to the failure site, testing and independent of the number of required technicians.

\(^2\) Switching time to the protection path.
for significantly improved failure detection times.

For ITS safety applications, which is the primary goal of most implementations, low failure detection time is a crucial metric. For example, for pre-crash sensing warning, the maximum latency should be as low as 50ms, and a standard safety application latency is bounded by 100ms [18]. In the case of a failure, the detection and restoration time shall be as low as possible.

Table III summarizes the failure detection and restoration times for all the protection architectures and compares their values to the unprotected architecture [21], [22]. So the RP architecture is able to provide the lowest failure detection time, thus minimizing the delay due to the failure.

Finally, Figs. 13 and 14 show the sensitivity analysis of the yearly power consumption for different portions of day-only ONUs (increased or decreased by 25%) with minimal SSD = 3h10m (Fig. 12) and maximal SSD = 12h (Fig. 13). P-A&S shows the same trends for both values of SSD. Power consumption has an inverse relation with the number of day ONUs. The more day ONUs there are, the more can be put to sleep. As there are no additional active components, compared to the P-Active, this directly results in power consumption decrease. As for the RP, it can be observed in Fig. 13 that an increase in the number of day ONUs results in power increase. This effect is due to the addition of active monitoring components and the gain from the sleep mode being insufficient to compensate for the power consumption increase. Fig.14 shows the opposite case, when the chosen SSD is adequate, and hence the reduction in power consumption from sleeping ONUs outweighs the additional
power consumption from additional active monitoring components.

B. Brownfield

The main particularity of the brownfield scenario is that there is existing infrastructure, e.g., FTTB that should be exploited for ITS deployment. As it has already been mentioned, when planning a network, 20% of the RN ports are left for future use. In this brownfield scenario, any of the available 20% of the ports can be used to interconnect the RSU ONUs with the SS at the OLT.

In a brownfield case study, we assume an existing FTTB GPON network for 4877 buildings, clustered with SR = 32 and 80% port use. This leaves us with seven free ports per installed PS. The FF in this case is already installed for the FTTB. For the ITS backhaul, we reuse this GPON network and cluster the ONUs to already available PSs. This clustering, as in the greenfield, is done either independently from or dependently on user activity patterns. In activity-dependent clustering, we first cluster the RSUs that are active only during the day and connect them to the closest PS, which was already placed according to the FTTB planning. The PSs to which the day ONUs are connected, with no more ports available, are then excluded from the possible PSs for the day and night RSUs in the second stage. In the greenfield scenario, there was no need for PS exclusion as all PSs are newly placed, depending on the network needs.

![Figure 10](image1.png)

Fig. 10 Yearly power consumption of the ITS optical backhaul network
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Fig. 11 Yearly power consumption of the total GPON network, including ITS optical backhaul and FTTB

Figs. 15 and 16 show the yearly power consumption for the two cases: only optical ITS backhaul (Fig. 15) and the entire GPON with the FTTB (Fig. 16). These two cases show the difference in the impact of protection on power consumption, depending on the ratio of protected elements to the unprotected.

Fig. 15 shows that yearly power consumption of the ITS backhaul only in the brownfield scenario is similar to the greenfield scenario with SR = 8 and port use of the spare ports (20% of the FTTB), which results in six ONUs per PS. Thus, for the independent clustering there are in total seven PSs and for dependent – eight. In the brownfield case, there can be seven ports used per PS, which results in six PSs in the independent and dependent clustering. To a great extent, the number of PSs defines the number of active elements, and hence the power consumption of the brownfield scenario is less than that of the greenfield scenario with SR = 8. However, it is higher than that of the greenfield scenario with SR = 16 or 32.

Note that the max SSD in this case is determined not only by the public transport activity pattern, but also by the FTTB users. As it was shown in [1], the maximum SSD for residential users (FTTB) is eight hours. For the brownfield scenario the maximal SSD thus is eight hours as the OLT port can be put to sleep only if all the corresponding ONUs are also in sleep mode.

Fig. 16 depicts the total power consumption by the GPON network, including that of the ITS backhaul and the buildings. We observe that in this case, the trends are similar to the results in [13]. In a hybrid optical network case, presented in [13], only the Macro Base Stations (MBSs) are protected. The majority of the ONUs, i.e., buildings, stay unprotected. This leads to a moderate increase in power consumption due to the active elements used for protection. In the optical backhaul for ITS case all the users, i.e., ONUs located at RSUs have to be protected. Thus, already the always active protection case features significantly higher power consumption compared to the unprotected case.

Generally, protection of all the ONUs results in greater sensitivity to SSD and clustering method. This sensitivity can be seen in Fig. 15, where the P-Active results in significant increase in yearly power consumption compared to the unprotected architecture. Moreover, RP scheme can result in more power consumption as P-Active due to additional active equipment when the SSD is not adequate. In Fig. 16, there is no such obvious dependency. If we take into account the number of buildings in the total GPON network, i.e., 4877 ONUs, an increase in the power consumption due to protecting ITS ONUs (RSUs), i.e., 38 ONUs, is marginal, about 0.2% compared to the unprotected. Therefore, also for the P-A&S and RP there is no significant difference in power consumption compared to each other and unprotected case.

Fig. 17 summarizes the FF lengths per PS and LMF lengths per ONU for working and protection paths. The FF in this case is reused from the FTTB dark fiber and is presented for completeness. The difference in total fiber length between the results of activity-independent and dependent clustering is 19%. Activity-dependent clustering allows a reduction in power consumption by 3% at a cost of increased fiber length by 11%.

Finally, connection availability of the optical ITS backhaul for the brownfield scenario is illustrated in Fig. 18. We observe that, as in the greenfield scenario, protection increases the connection availability to four nines independent of clustering, i.e., fiber length. Furthermore, P-
A&S and RP with dependent clustering allow power consumption reduction.
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Fig. 12 Fiber lengths for working and protection FF per PS and LMF per ONU (optical ITS backhaul)

![Graph of connection availability for brownfield scenario](image)

Fig. 13 Connection availability of the brownfield scenario

The choice of the protection scheme depends on the foreseen scenario and its metrics. For public ITS, the two most important deployment criteria are connection availability and failure detection time. From this perspective, in both greenfield and brownfield scenarios, the RP scheme is the most suitable due to its low failure detection time, see Table III in Greenfield scenario.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper compares three survivable architectures to protect optical access networks. The architectures differ mainly on the failure detection mechanism. The comparison is based on the evaluation of the power consumption, the failure detection time, the required fiber length as well as connection availability. The three architectures are compared to the unprotected solution and applied to a realistic ITS case study in which the required DSRC RSUs need to be interconnected with a centralized Service Server. The study compares a greenfield and a brownfield deployment scenario and investigates the impact of different splitting ratios, user grouping approaches, and Sleep Slot Durations to the performance of the considered architectures. Through detailed comparisons, the results show that the Reflective Disjoint Fiber Protection architecture offers the most appropriate solution for ITS deployment. This architecture provides fast failure detection even in sleep mode-enabled settings whilst maintaining a low yearly power consumption and providing more than four nines connection availability.
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